Children of Mu

Plongeon found inscriptions in Yucatan stating: "The first settlers in Atlantis were a company of
Mayas from Mayax," also, "Atlantis was first torn to pieces by earthquakes and then
submerged." In this respect Atlantis' fate was a duplication of the fate of Mu.
According to Dr. Henry Schliemann of ancient Troy fame: "In the Museum at St. Petersburg,
Russia, there is a papyrus roll, one of the oldest known. It was written in the reign of Pharaoh
Sent of the Second Dynasty. The papyrus relates that: 'Pharaoh Sent sent out an expedition to the
west in search of traces of the Land of Atlantis from whence, 3350 years before, the ancestors of
the Egyptians arrived carrying with themselves all of the wisdom of their native land. The
expedition returned after five years with the report that they had found neither people nor objects
which could give them a clue to the vanished land.'
"Another papyrus in the same Museum by Manetho, the Egyptian priest-historian, gives a
reference of a period of 13,900 years as the reign of the Sages (Kings) of Atlantis. This papyrus
places the height of the civilization of Atlantis at the very beginning of Egyptian history,
approximately 16,000 years ago."
The Sages referred to in this papyrus were the Kings of Atlantis. They reigned 13,900 years.
Atlantis disappeared 11,500 years ago. Therefore, Atlantis was governed by a king 25,400 years
ago, that is, Atlantis was a kingdom 25,400 years ago.
Dr. Schliemann made some wonderful discoveries about Atlantis which have been published
by his grandson Dr. Paul Schliemann: "When in 1873 I made the excavation of the ruins of Troy
at Hissarlik and discovered in the second city the famous treasures of Priam, I found among that
treasure a peculiar bronze vase of great
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